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Paxson’96 key points

The Internet is messy in practice

• Transient loops
• Persistent loops
• Asymmetry
• Instability

How to look inside a black box



Looking inside a black box

End-to-end measurement from 
vantage points combined with 
careful statistics

A standard for the field

• End-to-End Effects of Internet Path 
Selection [Savage ’99]

• RON [Anderson ’01]
• Related area: network tomography

Many resources now available

• PlanetLab, Seattle P2P testbed, 
RouteViews, DIMES, CAIDA, ...

Name Description

adv Advanced Network & Services, Armonk, NY
austr University of Melbourne, Australia
austr2 University of Newcastle, Australia
batman National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO
bnl Brookhaven National Lab, NY
bsdi Berkeley Software Design, Colorado Springs, CO
connix Caravela Software, Middlefield, CT
harv Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
inria INRIA, Sophia, France
korea Pohang Institute of Science and Technology, South Korea
lbl Lawrence Berkeley Lab, CA
lbli LBL computer connected via ISDN, CA
mid MIDnet, Lincoln, NE
mit Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA
ncar National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO
near NEARnet, Cambridge, Massachusetts
nrao National Radio Astronomy Observatory, Charlottesville, VA
oce Oce-van der Grinten, Venlo, The Netherlands
panix Public Access Networks Corporation, New York, NY
pubnix Pix Technologies Corp., Fairfax, VA
rain RAINet, Portland, Oregon
sandia Sandia National Lab, Livermore, CA
sdsc San Diego Supercomputer Center, CA
sintef1 University of Trondheim, Norway
sintef2 University of Trondheim, Norway
sri SRI International, Menlo Park, CA
ucl University College, London, U.K.
ucla University of California, Los Angeles
ucol University of Colorado, Boulder
ukc University of Kent, Canterbury, U.K.
umann University of Mannheim, Germany
umont University of Montreal, Canada
unij University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands
usc University of Southern California, Los Angeles
ustutt University of Stuttgart, Germany
wustl Washington University, St. Louis, MO
xor XOR Network Engineering, East Boulder, CO

Table 1: Sites participating in the study

measurement in real-time and repeat portions (or all) of the mea-
surement as necessary in order to resolve ambiguities.

5 The Raw Routing Data

5.1 Participating sites

The first routing experiment was conducted from November 8
through December 24, 1994. During this time, we attempted
6,991 traceroutes between 27 sites. We refer to this col-
lection of measurements as . The second experiment, ,
went from November 3 through December 21, 1995. It in-
cluded 37,097 attempted traceroutes between 33 sites. Both
datasets are available from the Internet Traffic Archive, http:
//town.hall.org/Archives/pub/ITA/. Table 1 lists the
sites participating in our study, giving the abbreviation we will use
to refer to the site, a brief description of the site, and its location.

5.2 Measurement failures

In the two experiments, between 5–8% of the traceroutes
failed outright (i.e., we were unable to contact the remote NPD,
execute traceroute and retrieve its output). Almost all of the
failures were due to an inability of npd control to contact the re-
mote NPD.

For our analysis, the effect of these contact failures will lead to
a bias towards underestimating Internet connectivity failures, be-
cause sometimes the failure to contact the remote daemon will re-
sult in losing an opportunity to observe a lack of connectivity be-
tween that site and another remote site ( 4.2).

When conducting the measurements, however, we somewhat
corrected for this underestimation by pairing each measurement of
the virtual path with a measurement of the virtual path

, increasing the likelihood of observing such failures. In
only 5% of the measurement failures was npd control also un-
able to contact the other host of the measurement pair.

6 Routing pathologies
We begin our analysis by classifying occurrences of routing
pathologies—those routes that exhibited either clear, sub-standard
performance, or out-and-out broken behavior.

6.1 Routing loops
In this section we discuss the pathology of a routing loop. For our
discussion we distinguish between three types of loops: a forward-
ing loop, in which packets forwarded by a router eventually return
to the router; an information loop, in which a router acts on con-
nectivity information derived from information it itself provided
earlier; and a traceroute loop, in which a traceroute mea-
surement reports the same sequence of routers multiple times. For
our study, all we can observe directly are traceroute loops, and
it is possible for a traceroute loop to reflect not a forwarding
loop but instead an upstream routing change that happens to add
enough upstream hops that the traceroute observes the same
sequence of routers as previously. Because of this potential ambi-
guity, we require a traceroute measurement to show the same
sequence of routers at least three times in order to be assured that
the observation is of a forwarding loop.

In general, routing algorithms are designed to avoid forwarding
loops, provided all of the routers in the network share a consistent
view of the present connectivity. Thus, loops are apt to form when
the network experiences a change in connectivity and that change is
not immediately propagated to all of the routers [Hu95]. One hopes
that forwarding loops resolve themselves quickly, as they represent
a complete connectivity failure.

While some researchers have downplayed the significance of
temporary forwarding loops [MRR80], others have noted that loops
can rapidly lead to congestion as a router is flooded with multiple
copies of each packet it forwards [ZG-LA92], and minimizing loops
is a major Internet design goal [Li89]. To this end, BGP is designed
to never allow the creation of inter-AS forwarding loops, which it
accomplishes by tagging all routing information with the AS path
over which it has traversed.

Persistent routing loops. For our analysis, we considered
any traceroute showing a loop unresolved by end of the
traceroute as a “persistent loop.” 10 traceroutes in

exhibited persistent routing loops. See [Pa96] for details.
In , 50 traceroutes showed persistent loops. Due to 's

higher sampling frequency, for some of these loops we can place
upper bounds on how long they persisted, by looking for surround-
ing measurements between the same hosts that do not show the

This technique is based on the observation that forwarding loops occur
only in the wake of a routing information loop.
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Can we make the Internet reliable?

Faster routing convergence

• Tune timers so BGP/OSPF converge faster
• But still transient disconnection (loops, black holes)

Backup paths in forwarding table

• Don’t have to wait for control plane convergence
• E.g., MPLS Fast Reroute, R-BGP
• But can’t protect against all failure scenarios

Key question: Can we achieve perfect reliability in 
routing & forwarding?

• (except due to congestion or physical layer corruption)



FCP key points

It is possible to avoid transient routing problems

• BGP, OSPF, RIP, ISIS, ..., all have loops & black holes during 
convergence

• but that is not fundamentally necessary

Don’t wait for global convergence

• Separate two functions:
- long-term topology distribution
- handling transient changes

• Trick: carry topology updates in packet



Returned by tomorrow

Part 1 result:

Part 2 discussion:

• Why did adding the proxy increase throughput?

Assignment 1
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Invited Speaker Tuesday

Jon Peterson

• Distinguished Engineer, Neustar Inc.
• Talk title: “Governing an Internet”
• In 2405 again


